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Perspectives and Imperatives

THE RECONCEPTUALIZATION
OF CURRICULUM STUDIES, 1987:

A PERSONAL RETROSPECTIVE

WILLIAM E PINAR, Louisiana State University

Although reasonable and informed curricularists disagree over why and
when the American curriculum field became vulnerable to a reconceptuali-
zation, I suggest 1957 as a usable date. Sputnik launched the United States
into one of our periodic anxieties over schools and their performance.' The
Kennedy administration replied by initiating the well-known curriculum-reform
movement. To lead this movement, specialists in the disciplines themselves
were chosen. That curriculum specialists, those holding advanced degrees in
curriculum studies, were overlooked undermined the field's status, indeed
its legitimacy in the overall educational field. Also, by the late 1950s the
decades-old expansion of the nation's school population was ending, and the
curriculum graduate student population as well as the schoolchildren popu-
lation stabilized and began to decline. Of course, there were regional differ-
ences as well as temporal ones, but in general, by the late 1960s, curriculum
as a field, weakened by neglect from federal curriculum-reform efforts and
by declining enrollments, was ripe for an attack.

In 1969, Joseph Schwab, in "The Practical: A Language for Curriculum,"
fired the first volley.2 He identified the field's apparent demise in its "flight
from the practical." (The Scwhabian critique has been pursued by Ian West-
bury at Illinois, 3 William Reid at Birmingham,4 and Michael Connelly at the

'For a more detailed version of this view, see William F Pinar and Madeleine Grumet,
"Theory and Practice and the Reconceptualization of Curriculum Studies,"Rethbinking Cunculum
Studies, ed Martin Lawn and Len Barton (London: croom, Helm, 1981), pp. 20-42.

'Joseph J Schwab, Tbe Pracrcal: A Languagefor Curriculum (Washington, D C.. National
Education Association, 1970).

q'an Westbury and Neil J. Wllkof, eds ,Scierce, Curriculum, and LberalEducation Selected
Essays (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978) Many of Schwab's essays are collected in this
volume

William A Reid, ThtnkngabouttbeCurrculum 7heNatureand Treatme ofCurmculum
Problems (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1978)
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Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.s) Herbert Kliebard shared a sense
of crisis in the field, however, his diagnosis suggested that the field had been
atheoretical and ahistoricai 6 In 1975, in "The Curriculum Field: Its Wake and
Our Work," Dwayne Huebner proclaimed the field dead, not because of
theoreticism or its contrary, but rather because excessive diversity of purpose
and an attendant lack of focus and unity ' In 1978, giving the first invited state
of-the-art address to the curriculum division of the American Educational
Research Association with John McNeil, I declared the field arrested, suggest
ing that Habermas's notion of emancipatory knowledge might stimulate move
ment8 Philip Jackson's 1980 "Curriculum and Its Discontents" ended the
decade of attacks.9 In the seventh year of the current decade, no subsequent
critique has followed.

Long before the attacks began, and apart from the reverberations of
Sputnik the curriculum-reform movement, and declining enrollments, several
lone individuals, critical of the Tylerian mainstream of the field, worked to
legitimize conceptions of curriculum derived from philosophy, aesthetics, and
theology ' Dwayne Huebner" andJames Macdonald,'2 the former now gone
from our field for theology proper (and currently teaching at Yale Divinity
School) and the latter, deceased, worked at the University of Wisconsin (and
later the University of North Carolina) to strengthen curriculum's theoretical
base in ways allied with the humanities rather than the behavioral sciences

'Connelly's earlier work, which anticipates his current research, is available in F Michael
Connelly, Albert S. Dukay, and Frank Quilan, eds, Curriculum Planningfor the Clasroom
(Toronto: Toronto/OSIE Press, 1980) See also D Jean Clandinin, 'Teachers' Knowledge. What
Counts as Personal in Studies of the Personal,"Jouanal of Curiculum Studies, in press, D Jean
Clandinin, "On Narrative Method, Biography, and Narrative Unities In the Study of Teaching,"
Journal of Educational Thought, in press, and F Michael Connelly and D Jean Clandinin,
Curriculum in Your Clasroomn Narratives of Eperience (New York Teachers College Press, In
press)6Herben M Kliebard, "Persistent Curriculum Issues mn Hlstorical Perspective," in Curriculum
Thbeorizing, ed. William F Pinar (Berkeley, Calhf McCutchan, 1975), pp 39-50

'Dwayne Huebner, "The Moribund Curriculum Field. Its Wake and Our Work," Currculum
Inqu/hy 6 (No. 2, 1976): 153-167

'ohn D McNeil, "Curriculum--A Field Shaped by Different Faces," Educational Researcher
7 (September 1978) 19-23 William F Pinar, "Notes on the Curriculum Field, 1978," Educational
Researcher 7 (September 1978). 5-12

'Philp W Jackson, "Curriculum and Its Discontents." Curriculum Inquiry 10 (Summer 1980)
159-172 Jackson's essay also appears in Henry A. Groux, Anthony N Penna, William F Pmar.
eds, Curriculum and instrution (Berkeley, Calif. McCutchan, 1981), pp 367-381

'°At a 1987 AERA meeting, William H Schubert suggested that Ralph W Tyler's work has
been criticized out of historical context and is thus unfair This point is important and needs to
be developed.

"Dwayne Huebner, "Curriculum as Concern for Man's Temporality," in Curriculum Theo-
rizing The Reconceptualsts, ed William F Pinar (Berkeley, Calif McCutchan, 1975), pp 237-
249.

"James B Macdonald, "A Transcendental Development Ideology of Education," in Height
enedConsciousness, CulturalRevolutionr and Curriculum Theory, ed William F Pinar (Berkeley,
Calif- McCutchan, 1974), pp 85-116 For a commemoration of Macdonald's contributions to
curriculum studies, see theJournalofCurriculum 7TheorizNng Volume 6, Number 3.
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(and educauonal psychology in particular). As a graduate student at Ohio State
University in 1969, I was introduced to their work by Paul Klohr," and to the
work of philosopher Maxine Greene

t 4
(whose interests in curriculum were

considerable) and to Elliot Eisner,"
s

a theorist whose curriculum and evalua-
non scholarship inspired and were allied with strands of reconceptualist work,
but who, like Greene, declihned to be affiliated with the movement. At Klohr's
suggestion, I studied with Huebner at Columbia University after leaving Ohio
State to teach English at a suburban New York City high school.

In 1973, 1 invited Huebner, Macdonald, Greene, and others to Rochester,
New York, in hope that these dissidents might find common cause. I linked
the conference to the notions of cultural revolution and heightened con-
sciousness, notions that make one wince today in their datedness.'

6
Yet the

conference was an effort to link the ideas of curriculum theorists to devel-
opments in the political and cultural spheres, and those efforts continued,
indeed became one of the major thematics of the so-called reconceptualist
movement. About 150 people from many of the 50 states attended the confer
ence, which Klohr helped me plan and James Doi, then Dean at the University
of Rochester (now Dean of Education at the University of Washington in
Seattle), paid for. The proceedings, published by McCutchan, still sellsteadily,
if modestly, today.

The 1973 Rochester conference was the first in a string of conferences
that punctuated the intensifying interest in redoing curriculum studies. Yearly
conferences are still held, now under the supervision of the Journal of
Curriculum Theorizing 1' and the sponsorship of the University of Dayton.'s

'Klohr had invited Huebner and Macdonald to Ohio State University for a 1967 conference.
Klohr was the guest editor of the proceedings published in Theory Into aacioe, Volume 6,
Number 4 (October 1967) The issue, 'Cumculum Theory Development. Work in Progress,"
anticipates the reconceptualizauon of the 1970s, of which Klohr was a major if unacknowledged
architect. For instance, Klohr and I together drew up the speakers' list for the 1973 Rochester
conference. We were co-editors of Curriculum 7Theorz/rg (Berkeley, Calif.. McCutchan, 1975)
until the final few months before publication A study of Klohr's pedagogical and theoretical
influence is overdue

"Maxine Greene, "Curriculum and Consciousness," in Curriculum 7he7oring Thbe Recon-
ceptualica, ed William F. Pinar (Berkeley, Calif: McCutchan, 1975), pp. 299-322.

'"Besides Elliot W. Eisner s widely read and influential The Educational Imagttaion (New
York: Macmillan, 1985), Eisner collected the papers of the 1969 Cubberly Curriculum Conference
(which he chaired), publishing them in Confronting Cumrriculum Reform (Boston. Little, Brown,
1971). This collection contains James B. Macdonald's "Responsible Curriculum Development"
(pp 120-133) among other noteworthy essays.

"6William F. Pinar, ed., Heigtened Conscousness, Cultural Revolution, and Currculum
Theoty The Proceedings of the 1973 Rodbester Conferene (Berkeley, Calif.. McCutchan, 1975)

"J1ournal of Curriculum bheoriing is published by the not-for-profit Corporation for
Curriculum Research, 53 Falstaff Road, Rochester, New York 14609.

'"EllsJoseph, Dean of the University of Dayton's College of Education, is the key benefactor.
Professor Joseph Watras, Assistant Editor, plays an important role in both theJournal of Curric-
ulum 7 neorzng and the annual Bergamo conferences. Other institutions supporting theJournal
of Curriculum Thbeorizing include Louisiana State University, University of Wisconsin-Stout,
University of Alberta, University of Lethbridge, Bowling Green State University, and the National
Technical Institute for the Deaf of the Rochester Institute of Technology.
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The sequence and sites of the 1970s conferences illustrate the tensions and
divisions in the movement.

Almost as soon as the conferences began, internal divisions appeared.
These struck me, mitially, as at least partly a function of personalities, but I
now suppose ideological differences were real and perhaps paramount. In
the broadest terms, the divisions were between Marxists of various orienta-
tions and interests and those of us interested less in macro-order issues and
more interested in the individual. In the early 1970s, autobiography emerged
as one means of investigating, and celebraung, the individual. Institutional
rivalry also played a part, though a minor one. Generally, the rivalry was
between Columbia and Wisconsin on the one hand and Ohio State and
Rochester on the other.

For example, the 1974 conference, the second after the 1973 Rochester
meeting, sponsored and held at Xavier University of Cmincinnau, was chaired
by Timothy Riordan, an Ohio State Ph.D. The 1975 conference was held at the
University of Virginia, chaired by Charles W. Beegle, an Ohio State Ph.D.
Humanistic themes, often focusing on the individual, predominated at these
meetings, although political themes were lust barely secondary. By 1976,
tensions between the two broad groups increased discernibly, partly in response
to the book I edited and published and mis-entitled Curriculum Theomng.
The Reconceptualists. 9 In that volume, I differentiated between "critical" and
"post-critical" theorists, placing the Marxists in the former group and those
of us interested in the individual and related concerns in the latter. Of course,
the book implied that post-critical theorists were somehow more advanced,
psychologically if not theoretically, and it takes little imagination to conjur up
the response of Michael W. Apple and the rapidly swelling ranks of Wisconsin-
and Columbia-trained Marxists. In 1976, Alex Molnar, a University of Wisconsin
Ph.D., chaired the meeting at Wisconsin-Milwaukee (ASCD later published
selected proceedings),' ° and political themes predominated. Indeed, many
presenters in the ill-conceived post-critical category did not manage to get on
the program at all My only position, for example, was to respond to a major
address by Elliot Eisner,2' an ally in theory I managed to irritate. In 1977, the
politically oriented curriculum scholars, as we more neutrally began to depict
them, took charge of the meeting held at Kent State University in Ohio-Ohio
State territory, you might think, but not so. Richard Hawthorne, a University

'William F. Prnar, ed., Cuculumn heomg. 7bTheReconeptisis (Berkeley, Calif. McCutchan,
1975).

wAlex Molnar and John A. Zahorik, eds., Currmculum bTheory (Washington, D C.. Assoclation
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1977).

'Elliot W. Eisner, The Curriculum Field Today. Where We Are, Where We Were, and Where
We Are Going" did not appear in Alex Molnar and John A Zahorik s Currculum Theory (Wash-
mgton, DC. Associanon for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1977) The essay did
serve as the Introductory chapter of The Educatlonal Imagtnation (New York Macmillan, 1985),
pp. 1-24. Why the essay did not appear in the Molnar/Zahorik volume is uncertain (Personal
communications from Elliot Eisner, May 11, 1987, and from Alex Molnar, May 1987).
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of Wisconsin Ph.D., chaired the meeting. Although the post-critical group was
more adequately represented on the program, the politically oriented group
again dominated the conference program and the discussion

After that meeting, I was determined to regain control of the conferences
To whatever extent this movement would reshape curriculum studies theo-
retically and methodologically, it could not, if it were to survive, be completely
or even primarily identified with Marxist orientations, however crucial these
were to the theoretical development of the field Of course, Apple's contri-
bution was large and growing; Giroux was yet to appear; and clearly one of
the major contributions of so-called reconceptualist thought (a term Apple
also rejected) was a political critique of curriculum development, evaluation,
and other curriculum domains. I suppose I was concerned with just how
much "space" (to borrow a post-structuralist term) these series of analyses
should occupy, at least on the conference programs So in 1978, Ronald E
Padgham, a Rochester Ph.D., chaired the meeting at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. That same year, I started theJournal of Curriculum Theorizing;
and the editors of that periodical also undertook the yearly sponsorship of a
conference. From 1979 to 1982, the meeting was held at the Airlie Conference
Center in northern Virginia. In 1983, the meeting was moved to its present
site, the Bergamo Conference Center in Dayton, Ohio, where it is supported
by the University of Dayton.

I tried on several occasions to clarify the important point that the term
reconceptualist was a misnomer, but the term stuck I argued in my 1975
volume, which uses this term in the subtitle, that the work of these individuals,
while originating in different and often opposing traditions, functioned to
reconceptualize the field of curriculum studies After the events of the 1960s
and the critiques of the 1970s, the field was vulnerable to reconceptualization,
and the work of Huebner, Macdonald, Apple, Kliebard, and others (such as
Eisner and Greene) addressed the atheoretical and ahistorical character of
the traditional curriculum field. A more accurate subtitle to that volume would
have been simply "The Reconceptualization." 2

'Reconcepnuarst implied a degree of ideological unity that never existed. The reconcep-
tuafization was a fragile, diverse coalition of individuals, many of whose Interests intersected
The term was accurate in the sense that it conveyed a shared purpose among ideologically diverse
individuals in redoing cumculum studies: After the publication of Curracuium 7beorizing. 7be
Reconcepntalists, I critiqued the subtitle in two essays. William F. Pinar, "lhe Reconceptualization
of Curriculum Studies,"Joumal ofCurrilum srtudies o0 (July-September, 1978) 205-214: and
'what is the Reconceptualization?"Jornal ofCuriculumw 7beorizing 1 (Winter 1979) 93-104.
But the term stuck The issue of the accuracy of the term reconceptaalns aside, its currency and
resilency had mixed consequences. Positively, it helped to create a sense of unity and purpose
among those who had been isolated in their respective Institutions Negatively, the term allowed
the mainstream to "margmalize" the work of the "reconceptualats." alleging that they were
merely a radical, extremist group, ungrounded in and uncommitted to curriculum studies The
Tanners' 1979 statement expressed the views of many mainstream curricularists, see Daniel
Tanner and Laurel Tanner, "Emancipation from Research The Reconceptualists' Prescription:."
Educationa/ Reearoer 8 (une 1976). 8-12.
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The Marxists, who were already irritated with me because of ideological
differences, became extremely irritated with me, and a self-divided movement
was christened, at least conceptualized. To some extent, it succeeded, and to
some extent, the American field has indeed been reconceptualized.

The most striking evidence of the reconceptualization is visible in the
programs of the annual meetings of American Educational Research Assocla
tion There the work of many of the individuals whose names are synunomous
with the movement is read and discussed. Division B must prove consternating
to some of the AERA leadership, since many so-called reconceptualist themes
litter the Division B landscape, in particular political, feminist, post structuralst,
phenomenological, and autobiographical themes. Even some of the historical
work-for example, Selden's scholarship-has a political or critical dimen-
sion 12 Since the AERA is an "empirical" social science organization, Division
B's sponsorship of work that often overlaps with the Bergamo conference
program supports the idea that the reconceptualization has occurred. The
reconceptualist conferences also sponsor non-reconceptualisr work, partly
because of the success of the reconceptualization and internal developments
in the movement.

During the early years, 1973 to 1976, the sense of opposition to the
mainstream field defined the movement, but as the reconceptualist literature
grew, attention shifted from a critique of the Tylerian tradition to reconcep-
tualist themes themselves. Certainly the major category of theme in Complexity
of articulation became politically and economically oriented scholarship. The
primary scholar in this area is Michael W. Apple.24 The scope of his achievement
is difficult to assess, but clearly it is immense. Both in volume and complexity
of this scholarship, and through the work of his many first-rate Ph.D. students,
Apple's contribution to curriculum studies is perhaps greater than any other
single individual's associated with the reconceptualization. Through his elab-
oration of such concepts as hidden curriculum, hegemony, reproduction or
correspondence theory, resistance theory, and others that now form a major
element of contemporary curriculum knowledge, Apple alone and with the
assistance of his students-among them Landon Beyer,2 5 Nancy King, 6 Joel

"Steven Selden, "Biological Determinism and the Normal School Curriculum Helen Purnam
and the N EA Committee on Racial Well Being, 1910- 1922,"Journa of Curriculum 7heorztsng
I (Winter 1979) 252 258, reprinted in section 1 of Contemporary Currculum Dscourses, ed
William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz Gorsuch, Scarisbrtck, in press).

'Among Michael W. Apple's many publications are Ideology and Curriculum (London
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1979) and most recently Teachers and Texts (London Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1986) See Michael W Apple, "The Culture and Commerce of the Textbook," in
section 3 of Conemporary Curriculum Dtcose, ed William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ari Gorsuch,
Scarisbrick, in press)

SLandon E Beyer, "Art and Society,"Journal of Curriculum Theorizing 7 (No 2,1987) 72-
98, reprinted in section 4 of Contemporamy Curriculum Discourses, ed. William F Pinar (5mutts-
dale, Ariz.. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press)

'Nancy R King, "Play in the Workplace," in Ideology and School Practice, ed Michael W
Apple and Lois Weis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983), pp 262-280
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Taxel,2 ' Linda Christian-Smith,28 Andrew Gitlin,9' Kenneth Teitelbaum,' Jose
Rosario," Leslie Roman,'

2
and others"-have produced a significant body of

knowledge.
Second to Apple, and perhaps second only because he has not trained

many Ph.D. students, is Henry A. Giroux," who has been remarkably prolific.
His work is complex and appeals to some scholars who find Apple's work
excessively determinisUc. Glroux appears to be more influenced by the Frank-
furt School, and his work illustrates the School's dynamism. His elucidation
of ideology, culture, resistance, and most recently, with political theorist
Stanley Aronowitz,,' educational reform have become fundamental, perhaps
central theoretical statements in the field.

Also, m this general category are Jean Anyon,"s whose study of working-
class and suburban classrooms is well known, and Philip Wexler.' Wexler's
work falls under sociology and social psychology, but what addresses cumc

Joel Taxel, The Amencan Revolution m Children s Ficuon An Analysis of Literary Content,
Form, and Ideology, in Ideology and School Practie, ed. Michael W. Apple and Lois Wets
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983), pp 61-88.

'Leslie Roman and Linda Christian-Smith, eds., Feminism and tbePoltttcs ofPopultrdCulte
(London- Falmer Press, 1987).

:'Andrew Gitlin, "School Structure and Teachers' Work," in Ideology and Scbool Practice,
ed. Michael W. Apple and Lois Weis (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983), pp 193-212

°"Kenneth Teitelbaum, "Contestation and Curriculum: The Effort of American Socialists.
1900-1920, in Currcultm. Problems, Pohml, andPossiblthes, ed. Landon E Beyer and Michael
W Apple (Albany. State University of New York Press, in press), Kenneth Teitelbaumn, "Outside
the Selective Tradition: Socialist Curriculum for Children in the U.S., 1900-1920," in Thbe For-
mation of the Sodool Subjects The Strugglefor Ceating an American Instituton, ed Thomas F
Popkewitz (Philadelphia. Palmer Press, in press)

"Jose Rosario, "Harold Rugg and How We Come to Know,"Journal of Ctri-ulunm beoriz
ing 2 (Winter 1980) 165-177, reprinted in section 4 of Contemporary Cuatculum Disrcouses,
ed William F Pinar (Scotsdale, Anriz. Gorsuch. Scarisbrick, in press).

"Leslle Roman and Linda Christian-Smith, eds .Femtnism and e Politics of Popular Culture
(London. Palmer Press, 1987)

"See, for example, Cameron McCarty, "Marxist Theories of Education and the Challenge of
Politics of Non-Synchrony," in Feminism and the Politics of Popular Culture, ed. Leslie Roman
and Linda Chnstian-Smith (London. Palmer Press, 1987), Daniel iston, 'On Facts and Values. An
Analysis of Radical Curriculum Studies," Educaton Theory 36 (Spring 1986). 137-152.

YFor Example, Henry A. Giroux, Anthony N. Penna, William F. Pinar, eds., Cutriculuw and
Instruttton (Berkeley, Calif.. McCutchan, 1981), and most recently, Henry A, Giroux, Soboohlng
for Democra.y. Crttal Pedagogs in the Pubtl Sphere (Mmneapolis. University of Minnesota,
1988) See Henry A. Giroux, 'Liberal Arts, Teaching, and Critical Literacy," m section 3 of
Contemporary Currtculum Discourses, ed. William F Pinar (Scottsdale. Ariz.. Gorsuch, Scaris-
brick, In press)

"Stanley Aronowi tzand Henry A. Glrox, IdeologtesaboutSchooling. Rethinking the Nature
of Educational Reform,"Journal of Curriculum Theorizing 7 (No. 1, 1987). 7-38.

"Jean Anyon, Shools asAgenciesof SocialLegiumation,''JounalofCt culm Thbeorizng
3 (Summer 1981): 86-103, reprinted in section 3 of Contetpomrary Curriculum DiScouses, ed
William F. Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press)

"Philip Wexler, 'Body and Soul,"Journal ofCurmcauln Theorizing 4 (Summer 1982). 166-
180, reprinted in section 3 of Contemporary Curriculum Discose ed William F. Pinar (Scotts-
dale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, m press). Also see his Social Analysis of Educauon. After the
New Sociology (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, in press)

William F Pinar 163
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ulum Is tmportant His student,James A Whitson, promises to make an original
contribution in this general area.-

The feminist perspective, or perspectives, ranks next in importance to
the political one, and there are considerable areas of intersection. I would
argue (not neutrally, since she was my student) that Madeleine Grumet is
making the major contribution in this sphere.?

9
Her new book, Bitter Milk.

Women and Teaching, may prove as influential as did Apple's Ideology and
Curriculum in 1979, or Giroux's Ideology Culture, and the Process of School
ing in 1981. First working with autobiography, then phenomenology and
psychoanalysis, Grumet details several dimensions of curriculum experience,
specifying the particular configurations that constitute women's experience.
Also a former student and colleague,Janet Miller began in autobiography, and
her current work preserves an autobiographical aspect as she extends wom
en's voices in her evocation of teachm g and learnng.4°Joanne Pagano's recent
feminist work

4
' portends much, as does Patti Lather's.'

2
Florence Krall's auto

biographical work sometimes evokes feminist themes.
4 3

There are many voices
here, today, these voices, often intersecting with more exclusively political
ones, land close to center stage of contemporary curriculum discourse.

The third major category of work is phenomenology, epitomized by the
important work of Ted Aoki, retired from the University of Alberta.4 His work
depicts both theoretical and curriculum-development project issues from
phenomenological perspectives, and his students, working in Canada, the
United States, and Australia, are extending this unique and valuable perspec

jIames A. Whitson, The Politics of the Non Political Curriculum, In sectiun 3 of Contem
porary Cumwulum Dscourses, ed William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in
press).

59Madeleine R. Grumet and William F Pinar, "Socratic Caesura and the Theory-Practice
Relauonship," In section 2, her 'Bodyreading," in secuon 5, and her 'Women and Teaching,' in
section 6, all in Contemporary Curriculum Dtscourses, ed. William F. Pinmar (Scottsdale, Ariz.
Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press).

"Janet L Miller, 'The Resistance of Woman Academics An Autobiographical Account,' in
section 6 of Contemporary Cumculum Dtscowu, ed William F. Pmnar .Sorttsdale, Axi Gvrsu,h,
Scarisbrick, in press).

"4JoAnne Pagano, "The Claim of Philia," in section 6 of Contemporay Curiculum Discourses,
ed. William F. Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz.. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press)

UPati Lather, 'The Invisible Presence. The Absence of Gender Analysis in Research on
Teaching" (Paper presented at the Bergamo Conference on Curriculum Theory and Classroom
Practice, October 1985)

MFlorence R Krall, "Behind the Chairperson's Door Reconceptualizing Women's Work,"
Journal of Curriculm Tbeorizng 5 (Fall 1983). 68-91, reprinted in section 6 of Contemporary
Curriculum Discourses, ed William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Aria. Gorsuch, Scarnsbrick, in press).

4For example, Ted Aoki, "Towards a Dialectic Between the Conceptual World and the Lived
World. Transcending Instrumentalism in Curri.la Orientauin,Juurnalof Cuwculum 7Thrtz
mng 5 (Fall 1983) 4-21, reprinted In secton 5 of Contemporary Curriculum Dscourses, ed.
William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press) Also Ted Aoki, "Interests,
Knowledge, and Evaluation. Alternatve Approaches to Curriculum Evaluatuon,"Jounal of Cur
rkulum bTeorrzing 6 (Spring 1986): 27-44; and Ted Aoki, "Toward Understanding Computer
Applicatlons,"Jouna'ofCunrrcutum 7bheorizing 7 (No. 2,1987). 61-71
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tve. Also in this category are Max van Manen," editor of the Alberta journal
Pedagogy + Phenomenology, as well as David G. Smith46 at Lethbridge and
Margaret Hunsberger'

7
at Calgary.

Much work published in the Journal of Curricuum Theorizing and
presented at Bergamo each autumn falls outside these categories. William
Doll's work, first on Piaget, now on Schoen and Priogine, has extended our
understanding of epistemological and theory -practice issues.' My own work,
spanning autobiography, gender, literary theory, as well as these periodic
commentaries on the field, fits in no one category easily.4 ' Richard Bttt,"' at
Lethbridge, has worked on theory practice issues and is now working in the
area of blography, as has Bonnie Meath Lang and John Albertini (although
they are specifically interested in journal dialogue)." The general biographical
category of work overlaps with that done by F. Michael Connelly at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education and his students, perhaps most notably Jean
Clandinm at Calgary.'; Edmund C. Short's work includes, most memorably
perhaps, analyses of the field.53

There is a continuing and developing historical opus, contributed by
Khebard,' Franklin," Selden, z Kridel, ' and Davis."' William Reynolds has

"Max van Manen, "Pedagogical Theorizing," reprinted in section 5 of Contemnporay Cur
riculum Discourses, ed William F. Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz.: Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press) Van
Manen is editor of the ournal Pedagogy + Pbenomenology, published at the University of
Alberta, and the editor of the University of Alberta publicauons Texts of Cbdood, Teas of
Teaobing Texts of the Body, and Texts of Human Relatlons

*6Daved G. Smith, "Experimental Eidetics as a Way of Entenng Curriculum Language From
the Ground Up," Journal of Curriculum Tbeorinng 5 (Summer 1983): 74-95, reprinted in
seuon 5 of Contemporary Cumr ulum Discour ses, ed William F Pinar (Scotrsdale,Ari Grsuch,
Scarisbrick, in press)

"Margaret Hunsberger, '"he Experience of Re-reading," in Texts of Teabnmg, ed. Max van
Manen (Edmonton. University of Alberta, n d.).

"William E Doll,Jr., Curriculum Beyond Stability," in section 2 of Contemporary Curric
ulum Disourses, ed. William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz . Gorsuch, Scartsbrick, in press)

"'See, for exampli, William F. Pinar, ed, Heigbtened Consciousnes, Cultural Revoluton,
and Curnaduum Theoy he Perh of teRodoester Conference (Berkele, Calif. McCutchan,
1974),WilliamF Pmax,ed.,C nur.lun Tbeortzng b7eR/anxrua sim(Berkeley,Calf. McCutchan,
1981), and William F. Pinar, ed.,Conremporay CuniculumDiscourses(Scottsdae, Ariz.: Gorsuch,
Scarisbrick, in press)

"Richard But and Danielle Raymond, "Arguments for Using Qualitative Approaches in
Understanding Teacher Thinkung. The Case of Biography,"Joumal of Curiculum heorizing '
(No. 1, 1987): 62-93.

"'John Albertini and Bonnie-Meath Lang, "Analysis ofStudentrreacherExchanges in Dialogue
Journal Wriung,"Joumal of Curriclum 7bTheorizing 7 (No 1, 1987). 153-201

'D.Jean Clandinin, Classroom Practice (London Falmer Press, 1986).
"Edmund C. Short, 'Knowledge Production and Utilization in Curriculum," Retieu of Edu

cational Researcb 43 (Summer 1973). 237-301, Richard E. Richards and Edmund C Short,
cumrulum nquiry from a Religious Perspeuve To uViews,"Journalof Curriculum Tborizing

3 (Summer 1981). 209-222, William H. Schubert, George H. Willis, and Edmund C Short,
"Curriculum Theorizing," Cwuicunlum Perspecies 4 (May 1984), 69-74.

"Herbert M. Kliebard, The Strugglefor the American Cricadum, 1893-1958 (Boston
Roudtedge and Kegan Paul, 1986).

"Barry M. Franklin, Buwding the American Community (London. Falmer Press, 1986) See
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combined interests in hermeneutics and politics in his critique of literature.
James T. Sears articulates important issues of gender, but his work has also
investigated aspects of teacher preparations and qualitative inquiry in cumc-
ulum." Post-structualist critiques are advanced most dramaucally by Jacques
Daignault and Clermont Gauthier at the University of Quebec. 61 Mytho-poetlcal
work, such as that of Ronald E. Padgham,6 2 Nelson Haggerson, 6 3 and related
work in other specializations, such as supervision, typified by Noreen Garman6 4

at Pittsburgh, also falls outside general categories. William Schubert, has
advanced our historical knowledge of the field, notably by his useful and
important bibliography,6 5 as well as his (with George Posner) genealogical
work, now being updated.66 He has made theorectical contribuuons in the
area of teaching and curriculum, but his achievement in Curriculum: Per-
spective, Paradigm, Possibility ensures him a significant place in the field. Hts
synoptic text is the first to adequately represent the changing landscape of the

also his "Self-Control and the Psychology of School Discipline,"Journa ofCurriculum Theorizing
I (Summer 1979): 238-254; and Barry M. Franklin, 'Whatever Happened to Social Control: The
Muting of Coercive Authority in Curriculum Discourse,"Journal of Curriculum 7heoriing 3
(Winter 1981): 252-258 Both articles are reprinted in section 1 of Contemporary Curriculum
Discourses, ed William F. Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz: Gorsuch, Scarfsbrick, in press).

"Seven Selden, "Biological Determinism and the Normal Fchool Curriculum," in section I
of Contemporary Currculum Discoutses, ed. William F Pinar (Scottsdale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scar-
isbrick, in press).

"Craig Kridel, "Castiglione and Elyot Early Curriculum Theorists,"Journal of Curriculum
Theorizing 1 (Summer 1979): 89-99

'sO. L Davis has collected at the University of Texas a series of recorded interviews with
curriculum scholars

'VWilliam M Reynolds, "Freedom from Control," Journal of Curiculum 7heorzmg, In
press

ujames T Sears, "Peering into the Well of Loneliness- The Responsibility of Educators to Gay
and Lesbian Youth," in Socallssues andEducation, ed Alex Molnar (Alexandria, Va Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1987), pp 79-100, James T Sears, 'Rethinking
Teacher Education: Dare Teacher Educators Work Toward a New Social Order? Journal of
Curriculum 7heorizing 6 (Fall 1985): 24-79

'See Jacques Daignault and Clermont Gauthier, The indecent Curriculum Machine Who
Is Afraid of Sisyphus?"JournalofCurrnulum 7heorizing 4 (Winter 1982). 177- 196

"6Ronald E Padgham's work has moved from the aesthetic (see his essay in secuon 4 of
Contemporary Curriculum Discourses) to the mythic, much of the latter under the influence of

Jean Houston See Ronald E Padgham, "Education on the Edges-Creating New Myths for
Education" (Paper presented at the Bergamo Conference, October 1985) See also Ronald E.
Padgham, "The Holographic Paradigm and Particritical Reconceptualist Curriculum Theory,"
Journal ofCurriculum Thbeorizing 5 (Summer 1983): 132-142

°Nelson F. Haggerson, "Reconceptualizing Professional Literature An Aesthetic Self-Study,"
Journal of Curriculum Theorizing 6 (Spring 1986): 74-976

Noreen B Garman, "Reflection, the Heart of Clinical Supervision, Journal of Cumculum
andSupervWon 2 (Fall 1986). 1-24.

6
'Willlam H. Schuben, Curriculum. Perspective, Paradigm, Possibility (NewYork: Macmillan,

1986). For a somewhat negative review of the book, see Barry M Franklin's, in Educatnonal
Studies 18 (Spring 1987): 119-124.

:William H. Schubert and George J. Posner, "Ongmns of the Curriculum Field Based on a
Study of Mentor-Student Relationships,"Journal of Curriculum 7heoriting 2 (Summer 1980)
37-67. See also GeorgeJ Posner and Alan N Rudnitsky, Course Design (New York and London.
Longman, 1986).



field, and responsible scholars will make it, I suspect, their main text in
introductory courses.

So what started as an opposition to the mainstream field and its tradition
has become the field, complicated, with several centers of theoretical forma-
tion. There is no reconceptualist point of view, or even points of view. Perhaps
that sort of formulation made sense when such work appeared to have more
in common than it did with the Tylerian tradition, an appearance made
possible by the dominance of the traditional field. Evidenced by the compo-
sition of the AREA Division B conference programs, by the volume of produc-
tion of those who had been termed reconceptualists, by the appearance of
that work in non-reconceptualist-identified journals such as Currciauum Inqui/y
Journal of Curriculum Studies, Curriculum Perspeaites, and nowJournal of
Curriculum and Supenrsion, by its appearance in ASCD yearbooks and occa-
sional publications, and by the support of non-reconceptualist work at a
reconceptualist-identified conference (the Bergamo conference), that domi-

nance has passed, although like a disappearing star in another galaxy, it takes
some years for everyone to see." To a remarkable extent, the reconceptuali-
zation has occurred.'0

`WI[LLIAM F. PINAR is Professor and Chair, Department of Curriculum and Instruc
tion, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803-4728.

Glatthorn, Allan A Cutrricuum Leadersb/p. Glenview, Ill.. Scott, Foresman and
Company, 1987, 372 pp. $19.97.

This book is appropriate for educators prepanng to become cumrriculum leaders
and those already in positions of leadership. It provides the reader with the
knowledge and skills necessary for effective leadership in curriculum planning.
The book is organized into four sections. The first presents the conceptual tools
embedded in the historical and theoretical foundations of the field of curriculum
The second section provides insight into the skills necessary for bringing about
curriculum change. The third section deals with effectively managing the cur
riculum-instructional processes, material selection, implementation, align
ment, and evaluation. The final section examines curriculum trends both in
sublect-matter areas and across the cumculum and concludes with a discussion
of adapting the curriculum to the needs of individual learners.

--GregoiryJ. Nolan

6James B Macdonald and Esther Zaret, eds, Scbools in Search of Meaning (Washington,
D C Association for Supervision and Cumculum Development, 1975), and most recently, Alex
Molnar, ed, Social issues and Education (Alexandria, Va.. Association for Supervision and Cur-
riculum Development, 1987)

'"While the academic field of curriculum studies has been reconceived, the major ideas that
constitute the contemporary field have yet to make their way to colleagues in elementary and
secondary schools If there is a "second wave of reconceptualizatlion," these schools will be
its site.

'A version of this essay introduces William F Pinar, ed., Conterporry Cuniatum Dis-
courses (Scottsdale, Ariz. Gorsuch, Scarisbrick, in press)
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